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MCI ‘jealousy’ not to blame
for defeat, says Sleijster
CI
executive
vice
president
Jurriaen
Sleijster refuses to blame
jealousy of the MCI brand for
his election disappointments,
despite the opinions voiced by
other members.
“You will have to ask those
who voted”, said Sleijster, “but
some people have said that it
is what they believe. I really
cannot say if it played a role.”
Sleijster was beaten to the
chairmanship of the Meetings
Management Sector this week
by the joint ticket of Miranda
Iaonnou
and
Francesca
Manzani amid opinions voiced
among some members that
jealousy of MCI’s market
dominance played against
him. Two years ago he lost
the election against Arnaldo
Nardone, and now he has no
place on the board it will be at
least two years before he can

M

mount another attempt.
The groundswell of feeling
against MCI seems to have
followed
the
company’s
growth but, despite this, MCI
executives have occupied some
of the leadership roles in the
major industry associations.
MCI’s continued expansion
however, is changing the
way the company is viewed,
particularly by its competitors.
Mariano Castex is one MCI
executive already occupying
a board position but if MCI
wanted to do so, the company

could dominate the ICCA
board, such is the structure
of the company, and ICCA
bye-laws do not prevent it.
Sleijster is widely known to
be capable and hard-working
and one of the most influential
people in the MCI Group but
is sanguine about his fortunes
within ICCA’s structure. He is
also one of the few to have
worked in the association
sector as director of the
congress department of the
European Society of Cardiology.
“I am committed to ICCA
and would like to stand again
in the future, circumstances
permitting,” said Sleijster. “It
is important that I maintain
excellent relationships with
suppliers and ICCA is the place
to do this. I landed my job at
MCI through attending an
ICCA Congress, so I owe ICCA
a lot.”

ICCA stalwarts who are giving time to giving
wo ICCA ex-board members have turned to
charity work in their retirement. Suprabha
Moleeratanond and Martin Kinna are both
working on projects to help children in Asia.
Sue - formerly with Thai International and
the Thailand Convention & Exhibition Bureau
- is raising cash for teenagers, to provide
scholarships for around 20 children a year
in Northern Thailand. They are the sons and
daughters of poor hill tribespeople and the
cash provides maintenance for them while they
attend government boarding schools.
Sue is an ex-client of Kinna’s and an old
friend and colleague. Martin was moved when
he first saw child poverty and the plight of
street children in Jakarta and has founded a

T

charity called Friends of Mankind and already
helps with education for children in Jakarta,
The Philippines and Kenya. His charity is also
sponsoring informal schools and an orphanage
in Indonesia.

Scan the QR
code to get
your ICCA Daily
news online!

Search is on
for missing
skinny-dipper!
A
ll that remained of one
ICCA delegate who
went to the pool area after
CAT Night was his Fruit
of the Loom Extra Large
underpants and a few drops
of rum! Police combed the
corridors in search of a
large-bottomed, confused
and naked ICCA delegate
without success. If anybody
knows the owner of these
underpants, please contact
the CAT Publications stand
as soon as possible.
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Country

th in the

ICCA
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Brazil is among the top destinations that hold
international events, according to ICCA rankings.
This is a reflection of a modern country, with highly
equipped convention centres, associated with a
huge network of hotels. Cultural diversity, rich
gastronomy and natural tourist attractions of the
Brazilian cities offer visitors a unique experience. It is
always a great business to bring your event to Brazil.

Kuala Lumpur set for a record
number of events in 2012
T

he Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre (the
Centre) has announced that it hosted 1,119
events from January to September 2012 – a 13
per cent increase on the same period in 2011.
Around 25 events are due to take place between
now (October) and the year end making it a
record year for the venue.
From 1 January to 30 September, The Centre
– which won Gold award at this year’s Meetings
Industry Marketing Awards (MIMA) for ‘Best
Print Advertising Campaign’ - served 1.2 million
delegates which in turn brought in RM407
million to Kuala Lumpur and Malaysia.
Since opening in 2005, the venue has hosted
a total of 6,322 events for more than 13.2
million delegates.
The Centre is also a finalist in the International
Congress and Convention Association (ICCA)
‘Best Marketing Award 2012’, the second time

it has been selected in this category.
During the year the centre hosted one of the
largest events in its seven and a half years of
operation. The 25th World Gas Conference
2012 (WGC 2012) in June hosted more than
8,000 delegates who filled the Centre’s 22,659
sqm of function space including a new 2,600
sqm marquee known as Hall 6 that was built
specifically for WGC 2012.

Malaysia aims to double business tourism arrivals
with subvention budget of more than US $7m
M

alaysia aims to increase
business tourism arrivals
from 1.2 million to 2.9 million
by 2020 and has a conference
subvention budget of US $7.5
million annually to help.
Totally funded by central
government, the Malaysian
Convention
&
Exhibition
Bureau (MyCEB) operates
with a budget of US $15
million of which 50 per

cent is devoted to an event
subvention programme. But
Yoke Ping Ho told delegates
that clients are required
to sign a memorandum of
understanding that ensures
they
achieve
required
economic impact targets,
otherwise the subventions can
be withdrawn.
Her quickfire presentation
during a session where

destination bureau models
were
compared,
raised
eyebrows
among
some
competitors in the audience
whose budgets are less
generous. She said: “MyCEB is
funded by central government
until 2020 unless, of course,
there is a change of government
but we have had the same
government for
50
years
so far so that is unlikely!”

Promotion power means telling a friend
irls who tattoo their
midriffs with the Apple
logo are the supreme example
of satisfied customers and
are worth a fortune to the
company.
That was the kernel of
the message carried by
Stephen Baxter, GM, Global
Mid-Market Solutions for
Satmetrix Systems, Inc., in
the Net Promoter session.
The NPS or Net Promoter
Score was the aggregated
results of feedback collected
by certain companies through
surveys. The tattooed girl is
worth four thousand dollars to

G

Apple and is in the 'promoter'
end of the scale. However, at
the other end of the sliderule
are the detractors who can
cost the company seven
thousand dollars each.
"Eighty
per
cent
of
companies believe they are
delivering superior customer
service but ask the customer
and it is only eight per cent,"
revealed Baxter. "Of those
companies the achievers
vastly
outperform
the
believers," he continued.
Four loyalty behaviours
drive growth:
• They buy again

• They buy additional lines
• They refer the company to
others and
• They provide constructive
feedback.
"The last is most important
because they are helping you
to improve your business",
concluded Baxter.

‘We can
help boost
numbers
too’, say
destinations
estinations
are
increasingly
helping
associations boost delegate
numbers.
That was the thrust of
yesterday’s session - Delegate
boosting, the best way to
show clients you care – which
suggested convention bureaux
were encroaching on PCO
territory.
Aileen
Crawford,
from
Glasgow
City
Marketing
Bureau, demonstrated how
her city helps membership
organisations attract more
visitors to their meetings
by
producing
marketing
campaigns on their behalf and
contacting universities and
chambers of commerce to gain
interest.
Said Crawford: “This only
works because we work in
partnership with our client
and the PCO. We are tasked
with attracting customers
to Glasgow, so we do that
through delegate boosting. Our
philosophy is simple. We are
here to help.”
Meanwhile Lyn Lewis-Smith
from Business Events Sydney,
said associations were ‘very
risk averse’ so it was up
to suppliers to provide a
‘compelling business case’ in
favour of their destination or
venue. She said you had to
be aware, when promoting a
congress, that no market was
the same.
“You have to take a very
segmented
approach
to
marketing,” she said. “In
emerging markets it’s about
finding the right partner on
the ground to help localise the
message.”

D
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Marketing nominees in final
pitch for delegate votes
hose in contention for
ICCA’s Best Marketing
Award 2012 tried to convince
delegates they should win
during an entertaining opening
plenary session yesterday.
Meet Taiwan were first
on stage with an amusing
demonstration of their ‘Shake
and Share’ meetings app,
which involved a bit of dressing
up and stand-up comedy from
the presenters.
The free app allows users to
take photos and upload them
to social media channels by
shaking their smart phone,
effectively turning delegates
into destination promoters.
Kuala Lumpur were next
in line to showcase their
campaign built around the
sarong and how it represents
‘strengthening ties’ and the
‘perfect tie-up’ between buyers
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and venues.
Artion
Conference
and
Events followed with an
against-the-odds tale after
they managed to persuade
the World Association of Chefs
to convene in Athens against
a backdrop of political and
economic turmoil.
Finally, it was the turn of
the Netherlands who created a
real-life character, Mr Holland,
to act as their ambassador in a
multitude of media channels.
His job was to banish clichés
of clogs, tulips and cheese and
promote a distinctly orange
version of Holland.
Then it was left to delegates
to cast their votes. The winner
will be announced at this
morning’s closing plenary.
*Pat Delaney, the
super-smooth presenter, was
caught on stage with his shirt

off and almost his trousers
down when during a technical
hitch, he leapt on stage to fill
the embarrassing gap.

PR expertise
‘imperative’
for convention
bureaux
H

aving a public relations
professional
is
an
imperative for any destination
marketing
organisation,
according to Alice Au of the
Toronto Convention Bureau.
She said this lesson was
learnt by the bureau during
the SARS epidemic that
dramatically affected tourism
to her city.
“When the SARS outbreak
happened, the media was
constantly showing images of
people wearing face masks
as if all Toronto residents
were wearing them,” she told
delegates at a session on
destination marketing. “This
was actually footage of a local
hospital ward where they do
wear masks for very good
reason!”

big and bold or notably niche...
what if you didn’t have to choose?

Create a custom-ﬁt meeting or conference in
Niagara, Canada with choices that include—
Ŷ Easy access points including four international airports
with shuttle service throughout Niagara
Ŷ The energy of Niagara Falls, the character of Niagaraon-the-Lake, the solitude of Twenty Valley or the urban
appeal of St. Catharines
Ŷ Beautiful convention-style accommodations, luxury
inns and boutique hotels
Ŷ The new 288,000 square foot Scotiabank Convention
Centre and unique off-site meeting venues including
wineries and Niagara Parks
Ŷ Team building and leisure options that showcase
Niagara’s natural wonders, renowned wine and culinary
scene, world-class theatre and casino excitement

a place of wonders...big and small

niagaracanadameetings.com

To learn more about hosting your next event in Niagara,
contact us at 1-888-832-9343, or submit your RFP through our website.

What do you think?

After an evening of fun and games on the beach, we asked bright-eyed
ICCA delegates what they thought of the annual CAT Night party…

“I thought the party was great! I went
for the first time last year so I knew
what to expect. I watched the games
and listened to the music. The party was
very well organised and it was great to
be outside. I think it was a really good
atmosphere. Even on the bus home we
kept on partying and partying!”
Silvio Ramos, Bedouk Event Sourcing
Solutions
“I was at the CAT party for the first
time so it was all new to me. It really
was fun to watch and the games were
exciting. There was lots of good food,
too. It was all that I expected and a lot
more! I ended up sitting with the North
American team who won – they were
very happy!”
Christina Choh, Singapore
Exhibition Convention Bureau

“I was in the Central European
team… I was one of the people who fell
over! It was a great CAT event again.
It was super fun, a great location and
very easy going - a typical CAT Night
party.”
Stefan Bonsels, Basel Tourismus &
Convention Bureau

“I wouldn’t miss the CAT party and it
was awesome! I was on the sideline as a
bench warmer for the North American
team that won so that was pretty good.
I had a great time.”
Michel Couturier, Marketing
Challenges International

“I didn’t take part, but I did watch all
of the games as this is my first ICCA
Congress. This was the first time the
North American Chapter won, so it
was fantastic for me. I didn’t realise
each of the chapters were so passionate.
It was a great experience.”
Courtney Sculley, Austin Convention
& Visitors Bureau

“It was a brilliant night and the
mood was great. I was dancing to the
band and enjoyed the music and the
food on offer. It was fantastic to meet
new colleagues – it was all about the
international atmosphere of ICCA.”
Anne Hubner, Visit Aarhus

The Leading Exhibitions for the Global
Meetings, Events & Business Travel Industry

www.ibtmevents.com
The Global Meetings &
Events Exhibition
Barcelona, Spain

The Gulf Incentive, Business
Travel & Meetings Exhibition
Abu Dhabi, UAE

The Americas Meetings
& Events Exhibition
Chicago, USA

The China Incentive, Business
Travel & Meetings Exhibition
Beijing, China

Asia-Paciﬁc Incentives &
Meetings Expo
Melbourne, Australia

The European Event for
Business Travel
London, United Kingdom

www.eibtm.com

www.gibtm.com

www.aibtm.com

www.cibtm.com

www.aime.com.au

www.businesstravelmarket.co.uk

www.ibtmevents.com
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UPDATE FROM ICCA HQ

Shanghai 2013 Reception
eet your hosts for next year’s congress destination:
Shanghai, China P.R.
The date for the 2013 congress is set for 2-6 November in
Shanghai! Situated at N31°14’ and E12°29’, on the west shore
of the Pacific Ocean, Shanghai is an excellent sea and river port,
boasting easy access to the vast hinterland. The name Shanghai
means ‘Above the Sea’, and it was originally a fishing village.
After the opening of the area to foreign powers after 1842, the
city grew rapidly and by 1954 had become the leading city of
the Far East. Today, the city continues to grow apace and become
one of China’s most important economic centers. Shanghai
accounts for 20% of the nation’s manufacturing and contributes
approximately one-sixth of the GNP (Gross National Product) of
China. The estimated population of the city is close to 18 million
(with an urban population of 13 million), making Shanghai the
most populous city in China and among the world’s five largest
metropolises.

M

Are you interested in learning more about
the Association Database Online and
increase your business opportunities?
f you are attending EIBTM
2012 in Barcelona, Spain,
from
27-29
November
then we would suggest you
make sure to schedule a
one-on-one session with one
of the researchers present.
These will take place at the
ICCA stand. We will set up
an appointment system
online, to make it easy for
you to free up 30 minutes
away from the show at your
most convenient time.
The one-on-one sessions
are especially useful because
we can tailor the training
to your specific needs or
answer specific questions
you might have.
In an intensive half an

I

hour together we will make
and save a selection of
potential business profiles
for you to work on when
you return to the office. For
the experienced user, we
offer the possibility to focus
on
new
developments,
sophisticated
search
options, and creative uses
of the available data. ICCA's
experienced researchers will
be able to answer (almost)
every question you might
bring to this session, so
please don't be shy and book
your slot!
For more information
contact Marco van Itterzon,
ICCA Director Research:
marco@icca.nl

ICCA CEO: The importance of independent journalism
ome delegates have approached our team asking if the
ICCA Daily is ICCA’s official position on all the stories,
so I thought I’d better clarify: CAT Publications runs the
Daily as an independent publication, picking up hot topics,
controversial arguments, and new industry issues, as well
as ICCA announcements and instant feedback on what the
delegates are thinking and saying. We think it’s vital to retain
the independence of the ICCA Daily and are sure it creates a
stronger and more interesting publication. We hope you all
agree! - Martin Sirk

S
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ICCA Member Event Insiders
I

CCA's Association Database has always been about sharing
commercial information on recently hosted events. ICCA has
launched the new ‘ICCA Member Event Insider’ functionality to
further facilitate and personalise information exchange among
ICCA members.
You will see that each event in the database now has two
interactive buttons displayed. Next to the already familiar red
‘Report an Update’ button, ICCA has now introduced the green
‘I’m an Insider’ button.
You can provide background information on specific events
that you have hosted, and also add your picture and contact
information to the page.
This functionality applies to all future events in the database
and also to events which are no older than two years. By
becoming an ICCA Member Event Insider, you can share
important information with fellow ICCA members which you
think will be helpful for them to better understand the respective
association and their events, as well as to provide them with any
ideas you have tried which have helped you to bridge success
when bidding to host or cater for this event.
As an Insider, you need to have information to share related to
the bidding/decision-making process, delegate/budgetary profile
etc.
You can also choose to indicate your preferred ways of
communication by listing phone and/or email details. You can
also say for how long you want to be an Insider for a specific
meeting. Only ICCA members who have also made this
commitment will be able to search for event profiles with ICCA
Member Event Insiders.
With this functionality, not only members in the Destination
Marketing sectors are invited to participate, but also suppliers
who are linked to the event. Currently some 50 members have
signed up to the scheme. We hope to welcome you to this
exclusive group of ICCA members soon!
For more information contact Marco van Itterzon, ICCA Director
Research: marco@icca.nl

ICCA Research,
Sales & Marketing
Programme 2013

Special Offers:
ICCA 50th Anniversary Part 3:
2013 is a special year when ICCA celebrates its 50th
anniversary. Up to 50 per cent discounts are available on
various marketing opportunities. Leverage your marketing
budgets and join ICCA’s special offers!

ICCAADS

7-10 July, Amsterdam, the Netherlands
This is an ideal event for junior to mid-level managers and
client-facing executives from venues, destination marketing
organisations, and PCOs with custom-made content and
immediate business opportunities.
The event will take place in the Amsterdam RAI Convention
Centre in the cultural and easy-to-reach city of Amsterdam. The
programme will be designed to appeal to first timers and regular
participants alike. Registration for this event is scheduled to open
at the beginning of 2013.

Link your organisation to the key destinations you represent!
The highly anticipated ICCA full country and city rankings on the international
association meetings in 2012 will be sent to more than 6,000 international
association planners by the end of June 2013.

Five reasons why you should send your staff to the
programme in Amsterdam:

ICCA Statistics PDF Report 2012

1. Education from experienced faculty with clients who ‘tell it
like it is’
2. Unique personalised advice on their own marketing or
research projects
3. One-on-one Association Database coaching from ICCA
researchers
4. Fantastic networking with peers in their own age group/
experience levels
5. Exchange of business and bringing home new sales leads
Want more reasons why your staff should register for this
event? Then speak to the following people at the Congress for
more information:
Mieke van Loenen, ICCA
Jill Frazer, ICCA
Marco van Itterzon, ICCA
Willy Cortus, ICCA
Eric Bakermans, Netherlands Board of Tourism &
Conventions (local host)
Juan Jose Garcia, Vibo Congresos (programme moderator)
We hope you will make use of this opportunity. More
information on the event can be found on
http://www.iccaworld.com/dbs/programme2013/.

Upcoming Programmes

Advertising in the Statistics Report

We encourage planners to view the league tables of countries and cities as part of
their background research into potential future meetings destinations, and to use
ICCA members in those destinations as a vital source of professional advice. The
report will be publicly available on the ICCA website.

1st hyperlink
Extra hyperlinks (price per extra link)
Full page ad inside front cover (pdf)
Full page ad inside front cover (pdf)
+one hyperlink link
ICCA 50 offer!

EUR 295
EUR 100
EUR 1,500
EUR 1,750

ICCA Statistics PDF Report 2012 - Sections: World and Regional Rankings*
1st hyperlink
Extra hyperlinks (price per extra link)
Full page ad before world country
Full page ad before regional ranking
Full page ad before world city ranking
Full page ad inside world city ranking

EUR 295
EUR 100
EUR 950
EUR 950
EUR 950
EUR 950

Full page ad + Hyperlink
Full page ad before world country ranking
+ one hyperlink
ICCA 50 offer!
Full page ad before regional ranking + one hyperlink
ICCA 50 offer!
Full page ad before world city ranking + one hyperlink
ICCA 50 offer!
Full page ad inside world city ranking + one hyperlink
ICCA 50 offer!

EUR 1,150
EUR 1,150
EUR 1,150
EUR 1,150

• Distribution PDF version: email to 6,000 international association meeting
planners
• PDF version will be available on the ICCA website for 12 months
• PDF ad size: 210 mm w x 297 mm h
• Regional sections: Asia Pacific & Middle East, Africa, Europe, North & Latin
America
• Only national tourist boards and convention bureaux are allowed to place a
hyperlink in the country’s ranking (world and/or regional section)
• Only city convention bureaux, congress centres, hotels and PCOs are allowed
to place a hyperlink in the city’s ranking (world and/or regional)
• ICCA reserves the right to turn down hyperlink advertising requests where the
member has no suitable connection to the city or country request.
* Conditions apply.

ICCA Research, Sales & Marketing Programme 2013
Dates: 7-10 July 2013
Location: Amsterdam, the Netherlands

For more information, please contact
Sebastian Sew, Sales Executive at ICCA
Congress in Puerto Rico

ICCA Research, Sales & Marketing Programme 2014
Dates: 6-9 July 2014
Location: Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Mobile:
Email:
ICCA H.O

+31 6 5366 7492 or via Spotme
Sebastian@icca.nl
+31 20 398 1963 (direct)
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Please read manual
before assembly
ou would never consider
assembling a lawnmower
without
reading
the
instructions, so why bid for a
congress without studying the
bid manual?
That
was
the
major
complaint by ICCA CEO Martin
Sirk, who has been involved
in 11 ICCA congresses in the
past, during the ‘why and
when to bid for the ICCA
congress’ session.
“There
is
a
big,
comprehensive bid manual
and anyone who is thinking
of hosting should look at it in
advance,” he advised. “Please
read what the organisation
says in its bid manual and
answer every single one of its
questions.”
The ICCA manual contained
11 principles for bidding. Is it
value for money for ICCA? Is
it a cost effective destination?
Is it value for money for the
delegate? “We want to know
what you will do to make
that congress extraordinarily
successful and that means

Y

engaging with the delegates,”
declared Sirk.
Bidding for ICCA is tough
but rewarding. Dirk Elzinga
took up the challenge on
behalf of his newly-built Cape
Town International Conference
Centre, and bid for 2004.
Why? “For the same reasons
as for your clients,” he told
the session, “and that is for
international
recognition,
profiling your industry at home,
accelerating local experience
levels, putting your destination
on the map and creating new
business opportunities.”
In 2004 South Africa was
still undiscovered and low on
the ICCA ranking list. “There
was a budget of 320,000
euros based on 475 delegates,
100 accompanying persons
and 15 guests, making a ten
per cent loss,” he recalled.
At the event there were 654
delegates, the break-even was
590 so there was a surplus of
75,000 euros.
But then, Elzinga had read
the manual.
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CAPTIONCOMPETITION

ICCA’s marketing and PR manager Mathijs Vleeming and ICCA
president Arnaldo Nardone savour a moment at CAT Night
together. What is Arnaldo thinking? Complete the bubble and
submit your entry to the CAT Publications stand by noon today to
try to win a bottle of rum!

Name:

Tweet Tweet!
@IMEXSuzanne: How much fun was CAT night!
Congrats to the North American team on their win and
well done to the #UKIChap12! Most fun team ever?
@HCIBS: Love it! "Nobody cares about what you say
about your company. They care about what other
people are saying about your company" #ICCA12

Organisation:

Ouch, I just
spotted a dengue
mosquito bite!

@aigarssm: #icca12 edu session into unknown exchange of information always brings some new
discoveries!
@ can_rico: Learning a lot and meeting great people @
ICCAWORLD
@harrisonrobert: Where was the voice of our industry
when the IOC and FIFA bid issues were uncovered should ICCA be part of that voice?
@MICEkerrin: Advanced bidding 'speaker tip' - put a
wipe board in the loo so any ideas can be written down
there and then!
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Winner of yesterday’s caption competition was Anne Rodven
from VisitOSLO, who should collect her bottle of rum from the
CAT Publications stand.

